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high stakes tests in a course on the science and politics of testing. It discusses the challenges associated with interpreting that data in relation to issues of equity and distribution. It suggests that the statistics education community would be well-prepared to take up those challenges and could promote stronger statistics education in K-12 settings by doing so. The development of a statistical mindset requires teachers to not only learn the concepts and procedures of statistics, but to experience statistical inquiry as a means to address complex and often multi-dimensional issues that are meaningful to them. Only with this type of 
experience will teachers come to understand that this type of quantitative reasoning is of fundamental importance to their students. They will learn to engage in augmentation that is supported by statistical evidence and involves preliminary conjectures, based on available information and constrained by data quality, and modified over time. The research reported in this paper was motivated by the success of the Writing Project, which engages teachers in writing in order to strengthen their instructional capabilities in the teaching of writing. In mathematics areas, we proposed that, likewise, engaging teachers in the analysis of data 
from high stakes tests would provide them an authentic experience in statistical reasoning that would indirectly but significantly strengthen their instruction in statistics. In her dissertation, Makar (2004) reported on the first application of this research program, in a course we co-designed for pre-service teachers. Building from her analysis, my colleagues and I developed a new course called “The Science and Politics of Teaching” for undergraduates, practitioners, and graduate students in education �  ADDIN EN.CITE Confrey2004828217Confrey, JereMakar, K. M.Kazak, SibelInternational Reviews on Mathematics 
Education (ZDM)International Reviews on Mathematics Education (ZDM)32-403612004� (Confrey et al., 2004)� . Students in the class read the history of high stakes testing �  ADDIN EN.CITE Leman200077776Leman, NicholasMeritocracy, Test, Assessment2000New YorkFarrar, Strauss, and Giroux0-374-52751-2� (Leman, 2000)� , learn basic concepts of descriptive and early inferential statistics and testing �  ADDIN EN.CITE NRC199983836NRCHeubert, JayHauser, Robert1999Washington, D.C.National Academy Press0-309-06280-2� (NRC, 1999)�  and then select a database from state, 
district, or ACT tests on which to conduct an independent exploratory analysis using the software Fathom �  ADDIN EN.CITE Finzer200184849Finzer, WilliamSoftware2001Emeryville, CAKCP Technologies� (Finzer, 2001)� . After teaching the new course three times and collecting pre- and post-data on the students’ understanding and interpretations of data, we have found increasingly effective ways to teach the statistical ideas, but our understanding of the process of inquiry and how to relate it to issues of equity are emerging more gradually. In this paper, I report on my current thinking on what it is that one can 
expect educators to come to know and understand about testing, its production of data, and its interpretation. I identify some challenges to genuine data-driven decision making in education and invite the statistics education community to join in an effort to address those challenges as means to strengthen the practice of statistics education in the classroom. Broadly, each time we have worked with prospective teachers, practitioners, and graduate students, we have seen a general development through inquiry which proceeds from an expectation of definitive, unambiguous results, to a recognition of the multiple perspectives that 
are typically present in social sciences (often associated with an overwhelming dismay with this level of relativism). This evolved into an ability to make judgments, form commitments, and to identify a few broad generalizations such as recognizing the overwhelming links between socio-economic status and test performance. More specifically, we witness further recognition that, in relation to gender, the results tend to waiver, while African-Americans and first-generation Hispanics are particularly likely to display weaker performances. Few published analyses address the conjunctive categories of gender and race, of race and 
SES, etc., which prevents more subtle distinctions. There are also clear improvements in students’ attention to filtering (who is likely to be present or excluded in a data set and when that decision is justified) and to examining not just the effects on central tendency but on variance, as represented in standard deviation, box plots and shapes of distribution (bimodal or skewed distributions). We see these overall changes as positive indicators of increased statistical maturity. However, we also see these interpretations as only the precursor to some very serious discussions of data in education that need examination in order for 
practitioners and citizens to be fully engaging in data-driven decision-making and issues of equity. Our students have been very reluctant and insecure in engaging in discussions of the relationship between merit and equity, and we notice that as they gain facility in statistics, they gain a measure of confidence in voicing their views. What we are questioning is our own preparedness to take them the next step; the literature base itself provides surprisingly little guidance on a set of related issues. Nonetheless, examples of course projects demonstrate the accomplishments of our students. 1) One group explored students ’ English 
language status and its effects on American College Test (ACT) performance (one of the two national tests for college admission). While the students confirmed that English language learners (ELL) students score less well than non-ELL students, they further examined the ELL students disaggregated into higher and lower incomes (the proxy for socioeconomic status). They found that the higher income ELL students were predominantly white or Asian and did equally well on the ACTs as non-ELL students, while the Hispanic and African-American students dominated the lower SES groups and displayed weaker performance, 
though their profiles differed slightly. Our students’ understanding of the interplay among language, class and race became more complex than they previously imagined, as they recognized that the results were confounded among these variables. 2) For a sample of 10,000 students, another group, also working with ACT data, reported on the effects on ACT scores of participation in a core curriculum (4 years English, three years of Math, social studies and science). They found that high school students having taken a core curriculum had a mean sum of scores of 88.31 compared to 76.68 for those who did not, a result that 
was shown to be significantly higher (for p<.0001). Disaggregating these results showed significant differences within all races and for students from higher vs. lower levels of income. They pursued this result further by examining enrollment in trigonometry and physics, and confirmed that these advanced courses also correlated with higher scores. This work led them to assert that “…if we could increase minority representation in higher level, more rigorous courses, we will see increases in minority subset scores on the ACT.” They also worried about uneven access to core curricula and argued for further research on the fairness 
of the distribution in relation to the availability of core curricula to all students. These projects represent significant progress in their ability to bring together the varied aspects of their readings and statistical skills. Students reported progress on how to adjust their studies to what is possible within the constraints of the available data and through more careful exploration, find routes to more substantial investigations. In addition, we witnessed students independently extending their statistical knowledge to ANOVA in order to conduct desired tests. What is less satisfactory is whether the information gleaned in the course can really 
improve decision-making and lead to changes to practice for practitioners. This is the question I will address in the remainder of the paper, after a brief introduction to the current context of this work in the United States. Discussion of the topic of the results of high stakes testing is particularly crucial, due to the merging of a “standards-based” and an accountability movement in education. This has produced an uneasy coalition of political allies advocating for reform, with teachers and students, particularly those located in urban, high-poverty schools, are caught in “crossfire” �  ADDIN EN.CITE Confrey2001797934Confrey, 
JereBell, KarenCarrejo, David2001University of Texas at AustinManuscripthttp://www.syrce.org� (Confrey et al., 2001)� . Under-resourced and underprepared staffs are obligated to address worthy higher cognitive goals, expressed in the standards, while simultaneously producing improvements in scores on predominantly multiple choice tests that measure a mix of reading, interpretation skills, and recall. Rewards and sanctions, including school takeovers, are linked to the results (communicated typically as percentage passing or meeting a particular performance target), and for the most part, those results are 
presented in relation to the whole group and disaggregated by ethnic subgroups. The open question is how the data from such tests can be used to improve instruction while at the same time ensuring that the three primary criteria for testing are upheld: reliability, validity and fairness. On the surface, and to the broad public, the system appears to be coherent. It identifies explicit targets, measures them, and produces results that show the impact on individuals, members of particular subgroups, and the whole group. In general, teachers are told to aim for two major outcomes —raising the bar (seeing system-wide improvement) 
and closing the gap (seeing decreases in discrepancies in performances). How they should accomplish this is left up to the locality—part of the “policy” is to respect local control over innovation and experimentation, known as “letting many flowers bloom.” Like many complex systems, the apparent coherence is largely rhetorical, sitting on top of a system of trade-offs, contradictions, and supposed solutions, many of which are as contorted as the original problem space. One problem is a lack of capacity and resources in exactly those places where the policy strikes the hardest. By claiming an accountability system, one 
distracts from the failure to provide those necessary resources, and risks reinforcing stereotypes rather than generating solutions. Another concern is the absence of serious analysis of the data so that the proposed solutions become cosmetic at best and downright dishonest at worst. A third issue that arises in confronting this data is that the results are the product of a historical, cultural, and judicial trajectory. Testing and education have been both the sources of major inequities in our country and the hope for a fairer playing field of opportunities. Finally, it is not clear to whom the accountability system proponents are themselves 
held accountable. Absent a discussion of these issues, the system itself as an experimental condition cannot answer the question of whether it is, in fact, getting smarter. One way to think about our research efforts is to view them as a means to generate small local pockets of inquiry, and build the capacity to insist that the system itself is reflective and responsive. However, the fundamental issue I wish to address in the rest of the paper is my belief that what is also missing is a clear theory of equity and how that might be associated with statistical analysis. Such a theory would acknowledge that there is an inevitable set of tradeoffs 
involved in the distribution of resources; and would provide a foundation for a more nuanced interpretation of the data and means of decision-making on priorities. While one might cast this need as “political” rather than quantitative or statistical, I believe such a theory is needed to 1) set explicit goals for reform in more precise ways, 2) recognize that we must link whole group performance with the performance distribution of subgroups rather than report them separately, and 3) link those performance goals directly and explicitly to curricular and instructional practices, especially including analysis at the level of content strands. 
Furthermore, by involving ourselves with assisting teachers in real interpretations of local data, we have become increasingly convinced that while statistics educators have discussed the importance of context in their work, this research provides a useful case of how context involves not only information and experience, but also cross-disciplinary competence. Unfortunately powerfully little of such hybridization of disciplines �  ADDIN EN.CITE Latour199387876Latour, BrunoPorter, Catherine1993Cambridge, MAHarvard University Press� (Latour, 1993)�  occurs, so practitioners in education are faced with a 
challenge the academy has largely neglected or avoided. To illustrate my point, I provide an example. In a high-poverty school in Texas with a majority of Hispanic students, the school was labeled low-performing and subjected to sanctions and interventions based on the performance of a subpopulation of 31 African-American students. Over half of the students (sixteen) did not achieve the required passing score on the exit exam in mathematics. While having over half of any subgroup fail the exit exam is not acceptable, it must be put into a wider perspective which includes: 1) looking at the projection of performance of this 
subgroup over multiple years, which revealed steady improvement, 2) being sure to implement solutions which also adequately addressed the needs of the larger group of Hispanics who were failing the exit exam required for high school graduation, 3) acknowledging and building on the substantial progress overall in the school’s performance in mathematics, due primarily to the effective organization of the teachers into a more cohesive group focused on students’ thinking, and 4) addressing the conflicts between Hispanics and African-Americans especially with different sized populations that can lead to racism towards 
members of the smaller group. None of these outcomes occurred; the state and district pressured the school to run tutoring programs for their African-American minority and to drop other reform efforts in favor of more direct test preparation �  ADDIN EN.CITE Confrey200530305Confrey, J.Makar, K. M.Dede, C.Honan, J. P.Peters, L. C.Scaling Up Success: Lessons Learned from Technology-Based Educational Improvement198-2262005San FranciscoJossey-Bass� (Confrey & Makar, 2005)� . Other examples of oversimplified responses to data abound: 1) schools who treat only the “bubble kids”—those 
performing near the passing score and hence most likely, with tutoring assistance, to pass the test and thus contribute disproportionately to keeping the school from sanctions, 2) schools who are losing students by assigning them to special education, or discouraging their attendance, and 3) schools who effectively abandon a full curriculum by focusing nearly exclusively on teaching the tested items. These examples concern the way in which we link the desegregation of data to the performance of the whole group and strive to “meet the needs of our students.” Can these short-sighted responses be avoided in favor of more fair 
and valid responses? What do practitioners need to know in order to cast better solutions? A second class of problems associated with the data connects to the issues of curricular, instructional and consequential validity. In terms of curricular validity, we must be sure that what we assess is a full sampling of the curriculum. This is seldom the case, because test objectives tend to be significantly narrower in scope. Secondly, in terms of data, many tests are scaled as whole tests, yet the practitioners are also provided data at the level of content strands. As a result, the difficulty level of the cluster of items for a content strand may 
vary from year to year, resulting in feedback that only looks like improvement or decline but is actually invalid at that level �  ADDIN EN.CITE Confrey2002808010Confrey, JereCarrejo, David24th Annual Meeting of the North American Chapter of the International Group for the Psychology of Mathematics Education539-55022002Athens, GAPME-NAConfrey2002818110Confrey, JereCarrejo, David24th Annual Meeting of the North American Chapter of the International Group for the Psychology of Mathematics Education551-56322002Athens, GAPME-NA� (Confrey & Carrejo, 2002a, 
2002b)� . An item analysis can provide useful information, especially regarding distractors, but many states do not release their items—thus, not informing teachers about what their students are expected to know and do, and de facto disallowing a check on ambiguous or erroneous items. In terms of instructional validity, the question is raised concerning whether all students equally have opportunities to learn. At the classroom level monitoring this is costly and riddled with measurement problems, so that the accountability movement has largely settled on widespread curricular notification as a substitute for ensuring this level of 
fairness. Finally, consequential validity addresses the issue of whether the result of a test leads to improved outcomes for each individual student. In this category, there are questions pertaining to appropriate placement, providing effective remediation and serving the long-term interests of the students. Much legal wrangling seeks to decipher this, and data-driven decision making should be contributing significantly to this ultimate determination, which largely links to the issues of fairness as one looks across membership in various cultural and demographic categories. In an effort to relate this investigation to the goals of this 
community, I examined the seminal paper “Towards an Understanding of Statistical Thinking,” in which Pfannkuch and Wild �  ADDIN EN.CITE Pfannkuch200485855Pfannkuch, MaxineWild, ChrisBen-Zvi, DaniGarfield, J.The Challenge of Developing Statistics Literacy, Reasoning, and Thinking47-782004DortrechtKluwer Academic Press� (2004)�  identify four factors leading to the historical emergence of statistical thinking: 1) realization that analysis of data can inform a situation, 2) recognition that probability models can be used to model and predict group behavior, 3) demonstrating how these can be 
successfully applied across a variety of fields, and 4) development of new tools of analysis. In sum, “statistical thinking appears to have arisen from a context-knowledge base interacting with a statistical-knowledge base, with the resulting synthesis producing new ways of modeling and perceiving the world.” (p. 25). It seems that we must examine and perhaps reaffirm the way in which these apply to student learning, particularly in light of newer understanding of cognitive trajectories, group dynamics, and cultural and language influences. Pfannkuch and Wild further outline a necessary connection with improvement. They claim 
that one seeks patterns in data. “If patterns are found, but the cause is not manipulable (e.g., gender), then the identification of cause enables better prediction for individuals, and processes can be designed to allow for the variation. If manipulable, then the process can be changed to increase the ‘desirable’ outcome” (p. 32). In the case of modeling an educational system, this view of cause and effect and its links to improvement may need to be refined in light of the role of feedback in learning. Feedback occurs at a variety of temporal levels (response to a glance or change in posture, to weekly reports, to yearly tests, to multi-
year conceptual trajectories, etc.), and is the bootstrapping process at the heart of learning. This role may modify our view of causality in relation to data. Increased capacity for appropriately time-scaled feedback may be at the heart of all of our educative acts. That is, outcomes, actual and anticipated, affect behaviors, hence specification of outcomes may cause the system to change, and so data driven decision-making must carefully attend to its specification of outcome and the timing thereof. The question is to at least be able to specify clearly the desirable outcome with greater precision. Given the two goals for reform—
raise the bar and decrease the gap—one could claim that the desirable outcome is to increase the mean (or median) score and to decrease the standard deviation. However, even this is not entirely clear: what is not mentioned in this regard is that in American education (at least in science and math) there is also particular concern for the “gifted and talented” to excel, with the assumption that they will be a key source of innovation, competitive edge, and competition in a global economy. Hence, the goal is to perhaps increase the median, and to enhance a right skewness of the distribution, to both support a small percentage to 
excel and the overall group to make steady progress, while the overall group makes steady progress. This description however begs two essential questions: 1) how do we ensure that those most in need are provided essential assistance? 2) What do we do to ensure that we recognize a value to diversity? How do we examine the pernicious tendency in mathematics education only to lose students, and only very seldom to witness recovery and successful movement up the food chain into advanced courses? A second set of questions regards the historical, cultural and legal questions associated with testing and the 
“mismeasurement” of women and minorities. Studies challenging the predictive validity of many of the tests in relation to subsequent performance by at risk groups at the university level raise the question of what these numbers, and the error associated with them, represent. Legal cases documenting the impact of testing on dropping out and on opportunity to learn set the standards for test administration and burden of proof for the adequacy and fairness of the policies. How should such information be factored into the data -driven decision-making, or should we rely on the scores alone, as the system’s declared objective 
indicators of performance? The literature is clear that multiple indicators should be used, but seldom do data sets contain these varied sources, even to support comparative analyses of multiple administrations of tests or of a variety of “objective” tests. These considerations demonstrate the complexity of education, in sharp contrast with the interesting example in Pfannkuch and Wild �  ADDIN EN.CITE Pfannkuch200485855Pfannkuch, MaxineWild, ChrisBen-Zvi, DaniGarfield, J.The Challenge of Developing Statistics Literacy, Reasoning, and Thinking47-782004DortrechtKluwer Academic Press� (2004)� , 
where the authors discuss quality control in which the primary goal might be simply to decrease variation. They write, “For quality management, we learn that statistical thinking is first and foremost about thought processes that consider variation, about seeking explanations to explain the variation, about recognizing the need for data to guide actions, and about reasoning with data by thinking about the system or process as a whole” (p. 33). While increased attention to variability is indeed an important element of a theory of equity, what to look for in that variability, and the selection of appropriate models of distribution, are 
under-discussed issues that need closer attention from us in the educational community. The question I pose here is how might we model a trajectory towards equity in education? How would such a trajectory take into account differences in cultural background, preparation, resource allocation, content strands, developmental knowledge about reasoning, and the like? How would such a theory balance the principle in education to treat children as individuals, to value diversity, while still generating effective and efficient reform strategies on a wide -scale? How does one include in the model a partnership with teachers and 
researchers as professional colleagues? And what is the role of the community in monitoring, advocating, and supporting these efforts? Biehler �  ADDIN EN.CITE Biehler1994868610Biehler, RolfGarfield, J.Fourth International Conference on Teaching StatisticsResearch Papers from the Fourth International Conference on Teaching Statistics1994Marrakech, MorrocoUniversity of Minnesota� (1994)�  argues that one should view two cultures of exploratory data analysis and inferential statistics in statistical thinking as distinct and necessary. He argues that exploratory data analysis relies heavily on 
contextual knowledge, which can be critical to guide adequate data exploration. However, he anticipates that the complementary view that views variation as linked to underlying probability distributions can “reveal new types of knowledge, new causes, explanations and types of factors that cannot be detected at the individual level.” He argues for a hybridization of probabilistic and deterministic thinking, as well as individual and aggregate perspective. This perspective seems to be promising for the type of theoretical work I am proposing. I am suggesting that if more researchers in statistics education were to engage in this type 
of approach to improving teachers’ capacity to teach statistics, a variety of benefits could accrue. It may help to strengthen statistics instruction as surely as articulating new strategies for teaching statistics as it reaches teachers in an authentic way; it may also provide a means to demonstrate the potential value of including more statistics in the education of students. And by focusing on equity and distribution of outcomes, the approach makes serving at -risk students a priority. The statistics education community is well-prepared to take on this challenge. It has matured, more rapidly than many related communities: it has formed 
solid relationships with practicing statisticians, it has embraced new technologies and changed in light of these, and it has seen itself as a porous rather than exclusive territory. The progress on student thinking has been rapid and substantial. Current efforts already include amassing better assessment items to demonstrate what is to be learned. It has not shied away from context and seeks to assist its users with decision-making and building sophisticated models of the world around us. As noted by Pfannkuch and Wild �  ADDIN EN.CITE Pfannkuch200485855Pfannkuch, MaxineWild, ChrisBen-Zvi, DaniGarfield, J.The 
Challenge of Developing Statistics Literacy, Reasoning, and Thinking47-782004DortrechtKluwer Academic Press� (2004)� , “Quantitative intelligence allows a statistical perception of reality” (p. 40). While this paper does not offer direct solutions to the need for a theory of equity and distribution, I offer it as an invitation for collaboration on a shared target of inquiry, teachers’ understanding and use of statistical analysis of assessment data, is worthy of our combined attention and scholarship. References �  ADDIN EN.REFLIST � Biehler, R. (1994). Probabilistic thinking, statistical reasoning and the search for 
causes: Do we need a probabilistic revolution after we have taught data analysis? Paper presented at the Fourth International Conference on Teaching Statistics, Marrakech, Morroco. Confrey, J., Bell, K., & Carrejo, D. (2001). Systemic crossfire: What implementation research reveals about urban reform in mathematics: University of Texas at Austin. Confrey, J., & Carrejo, D. (2002a). Can high stakes testing in Texas inform instructional decision making? Paper presented at the 24th Annual Meeting of the North American Chapter of the International Group for the Psychology of Mathematics Education, Athens, GA. 
Confrey, J., & Carrejo, D. (2002b). Content analysis of exit level mathematics on the Texas assessment of academic skills: Addressing the issue of instructional decision-making in Texas. Paper presented at the 24th Annual Meeting of the North American Chapter of the International Group for the Psychology of Mathematics Education, Athens, GA. Confrey, J., & Makar, K. M. (2005). Critiquing and improving the use of data from high-stakes tests with the aid of dynamic statistics software. In C. Dede, J. P. Honan & L. C. Peters (Eds.), Scaling up success: Lessons learned from technology-based educational improvement 
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